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A Framework for Selecting
Fixed Income ETFs
The growth of ETFs has made the task of navigating
the investment landscape more challenging. This
practical framework can help investors select the
fixed income ETFs that best meet their needs,
whether they’re seeking risk, yield or diversification.

1. Evaluate Your
Investment Objectives
Does the ETF you’re
considering align with your
investment objectives?

2. Evaluate the Index
Does the index align with
your portfolio?

Questions to ask

Why is this important?

What is your risk tolerance?

Understanding your risk tolerance for your fixed income investment
is the most important element of investing. Are you investing
strategically over the long term or tactically? Is your style dynamic
or buy and hold? The ETF should be as precise a match for your
investment objectives as possible.

What is your investment horizon?

The transparency, tradeability and cost-efficiency* of ETFs may
help strategic investors with a 5- or 10-year horizon who are cost
and tracking conscious, as well as tactical investors with a 3-month
horizon looking for easy and liquid access.

Is your portfolio diversified?

Diversification across factors such as region, country, asset
class and currency can help lower idiosyncratic risk and overall
portfolio volatility.

Questions to ask

Why is this important?

How does the ETF replicate the underlying
index? Physically, optimisation/sample-based
or synthetically?

The method may have implications for the ETF’s tracking error, cost
and risk. The method of choice for most fixed income ETFs is an
optimisation/sample-based approach to create a representative
or optimised portfolio of securities that closely matches the
characteristics of the underlying index.

How long has the index existed?

Even as new indices are constructed, the index family’s (e.g. Barclays,
FTSE) tenure in the marketplace can indicate a measure of stability.

What is the index weighting methodology
(e.g. market-capitalisation)?

Disparate index weighting methodologies can lead to differences
in performance and risk/return characteristics among seemingly
similar indices.

Does the index report holdings on a daily basis?

Transparent holdings data is key for understanding the benefits and
risks in the underlying bonds. This data should be easily available on
the index provider’s website.

How often is the index rebalanced?

Traditionally, fixed income indices rebalance monthly on the last
business day of the month. It allows for concentrated trading at
month end and includes new issues.

Do the index’s holdings overlap significantly with
existing strategies in your portfolio?

Significant portfolio overlap can leave your portfolio over-exposed to
various regions, issuers or durations. An index approach may ensure
there is little or no overlap due to its transparent nature. Active
management exposures in your portfolio may leave you
over-exposed to specific risk factors.

What are the index risks?

The main sources of risk associated with fixed income indices are:
currency risk, interest rate risk, credit risk and liquidity risk.

* Frequent trading of ETFs could significantly increase commissions and other costs such that they may offset any savings
from low fees or costs.

3. Examine the ETF Issuer
Does the firm have a
solid reputation in the
ETF marketplace and
the appropriate resources
and skills in fixed
income investing?

4. Consider the Total Cost
Does the ETF
minimise expenses?

5. Gauge Liquidity
Can you trade when
you want to?

Questions to ask

Why is this important?

How experienced is the ETF issuer in
developing and managing fixed income ETFs?

Large, well-established firms with a long ETF history may have an
advantage in this evolving marketplace.

What are the issuer’s total assets under
management (AUM) in fixed income and total
ETF AUM?

Total assets indicate stability, while high ETF assets further illustrate
a commitment to the ETF marketplace.

How broad is the issuer’s fixed income range?

A broad range should contain exposure to all the maturities and
regions that you need in order to effectively manage the yield curve,
credit, and sector allocations.

Does the issuer enjoy good relationships with
index providers?

A trusted partnership between the index provider and the ETF issuer
helps ensure the sustainability of products in the long run, and the
ability to meet client needs for product support and new offerings.

Does the issuer provide valuable
trading support?

In today’s dynamic ETF marketplace, expert trading support can
positively impact your bottom line.

Does the issuer have a strong local and
global presence?

Local investment teams and operations allows for specialism in each
credit market, for example.

How does the fund provider communicate
with investors?

With more potential for risk in fixed income portfolios in the current
environment, transparent investor communication is essential
for investors to manage their portfolio allocations effectively.
For example, SPDR provides easy access for professional investors
to speak directly to our Capital Markets Group, strategists and
client services.

Questions to ask

Why is this important?

What is the fund’s total expense ratio?

An ETF’s total cost of ownership often compares favourably to a
mutual fund’s expense ratio. The total cost of gaining exposure
includes factors such as the swing factor, the average daily trading
volume, the ETF spread and broker fees.

Does the investment process take into
account the impact of rebalancing costs on the
performance of the ETF?

The frequency of rebalancing can impact costs.

What is the average bid-ask spread?

A narrow bid-ask spread versus the underlying basket of securities’
bid-ask spread could indicate an opportunity to gain exposure at a
lower cost.

What is the tracking error of
the fund?

Returns can deviate somewhat from the index, but profound
differences may be a red flag for poor management or excessive
trading costs.

Questions to ask

Why is this important?

What is the best route to trade a fixed
income ETF?

The trading route you take impacts your bottom line. A supportive
ETF issuer will be able to help each professional investor assess the
best route for their particular investment requirements. At SPDR, our
Capital Markets Group can help — please see contact details on the
next page.

How does the ETF maintain liquidity?

Due to their unique creation/redemption process whereby
Authorised Participants (APs) create and provide liquidity
when it is needed, ETFs have potential liquidity that may not
be evident from assessing trading volume.

Has liquidity been impacted due to
market volatility?

Due to their unique in-kind creation/redemption process, an ETF’s
liquidity actually reflects the liquidity of the underlying securities.
Therefore, if the ETF holds thinly traded securities, APs may find
it more difficult to source liquidity during times of market stress.
Additionally, traded volume is not the only indicator of liquidity, and
it is always advisable to contact the Capital Markets Group during
these times.

Does trading activity cause dramatic
price swings?

Large spreads between the bid and ask price often indicate an
illiquid ETF, so you will want to study the spreads and market
movements over time.
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SPDR Fixed
Income ETFs

The SPDR range of ETFs covers broad and targeted exposures across sovereign debt,
investment grade and high yield corporate bonds, as well as emerging market debt.
SPDR is constantly innovating in the fixed income domain. We launched the first emerging
market debt local currency ETF in May 2011 and launched the first global convertible bond
ETF in October 2014. Since then, we have expanded our fixed income ETF offering to
include ESG exposures across corporate investment grade and high yield. In November 2021,
we launched a China treasury bond ETF.
All SPDR ETFs are physically replicated and benefit from State Street Global Advisors’
deep experience in fixed income beta management. Globally, we manage $621 billion* in
fixed income assets.
Visit ssga.com to learn about the range of fixed income ETFs registered in
your domicile.
* As of 31 December 2021.

For Sales and
Trading Support

The SPDR ETF Capital Markets Group (CMG) supports an open architecture liquidity
platform, engaging with various market participants including Authorised Participants, market
making firms and exchanges in order to ensure liquidity and competitive pricing for SPDR
ETFs. The group also works directly with both institutional and intermediary clients to provide
guidance on best practices for ETF trading and execution.
For more information and for help navigating the nuances of ETF trading, please contact:
SPDR Capital Markets Group
SPDRsEuropeCMG@ssga.com
+44 (0)20 3395 6888

ssga.com
Marketing communication.
For professional client use only.
Important Information
Australia: State Street Global Advisors,
Australia, Limited (ABN 42 003 914 225) is
the holder of an Australian Financial Services
Licence (AFSL Number 238276). Registered
office: Level 14, 420 George Street, Sydney,
NSW 2000, Australia T: +612 9240-7600.
F: +612 9240-7611.
Belgium: State Street Global Advisors
Belgium, Chaussée de La Hulpe 185, 1170
Brussels, Belgium. T: +32 2 663 2036. State
Street Global Advisors Belgium is a branch
office of State Street Global Advisors Europe
Limited, registered in Ireland with company
number 49934, authorised and regulated by
the Central Bank of Ireland, and whose
registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s
Quay, Dublin 2.
France: State Street Global Advisors Europe
Limited, France Branch (“State Street Global
Advisors France”) is a branch of State Street

Global Advisors Europe Limited, registered
in Ireland with company number 49934,
authorised and regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland, and whose registered office is at
78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. State
Street Global Advisors France is registered in
France with company number RCS Nanterre
899 183 289, and its office is located at Coeur
Défense — Tour A — La Défense 4, 33e étage,
100, Esplanade du Général de Gaulle, 92 931
Paris La Défense Cedex, France. T: +33 1 44 45
40 00. F: +33 1 44 45 41 92.
Germany: State Street Global Advisors
Europe Limited, Branch in Germany, Brienner
Strasse 59, D-80333 Munich, Germany
(“State Street Global Advisors Germany”).
T: +49 (0)89 55878 400. State Street Global
Advisors Germany is a branch of State Street
Global Advisors Europe Limited, registered
in Ireland with company number 49934,
authorised and regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland, and whose registered office is at
78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.
Hong Kong: State Street Global Advisors
Asia Limited, 68/F, Two International Finance
Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong.
T: +852 2103-0288. F: +852 2103-0200.

Ireland: State Street Global Advisors Europe
Limited is regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland. Registered office address 78 Sir
John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. Registered
Number: 49934. T: +353 (0)1 776 3000.
F: +353 (0)1 776 3300.
Israel: No action has been taken or will be
taken in Israel that would permit a public
offering of the Securities or distribution of
this sales brochure to the public in Israel.
This sales brochure has not been approved
by the Israel Securities Authority (the ‘ISA’).
Accordingly, the Securities shall only be sold
in Israel to an investor of the type listed in the
First Schedule to the Israeli Securities Law,
1978, which has confirmed in writing that it
falls within one of the categories listed therein
(accompanied by external confirmation where
this is required under ISA guidelines), that it is
aware of the implications of being considered
such an investor and consents thereto, and
further that the Securities are being
purchased for its own account and not for
the purpose of re-sale or distribution.
This sales brochure may not be reproduced or
used for any other purpose, nor be furnished
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to any other person other than those to whom
copies have been sent.
Nothing in this sales brochure should be
considered investment advice or investment
marketing as defined in the Regulation of
Investment Advice, Investment Marketing
and Portfolio Management Law, 1995 (“the
Investment Advice Law”). Investors are
encouraged to seek competent investment
advice from a locally licensed investment
advisor prior to making any investment. State
Street is not licensed under the Investment
Advice Law, nor does it carry the insurance as
required of a licensee thereunder.
This sales brochure does not constitute an
offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy
any securities other than the Securities
offered hereby, nor does it constitute an offer
to sell to or solicitation of an offer to buy from
any person or persons in any state or other
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation
would be unlawful, or in which the person
making such offer or solicitation is not
qualified to do so, or to a person or persons
to whom it is unlawful to make such offer
or solicitation.
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Italy: State Street Global Advisors Europe
Limited, Italy Branch (“State Street Global
Advisors Italy”) is a branch of State Street
Global Advisors Europe Limited, registered
in Ireland with company number 49934,
authorised and regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland, and whose registered office is at
78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. State
Street Global Advisors Italy is registered in
Italy with company number 11871450968 —
REA: 2628603 and VAT number 11871450968,
and its office is located at Via Ferrante Aporti,
10 — 20125 Milan, Italy. T: +39 02 32066 100.
F: +39 02 32066 155.
Netherlands: State Street Global Advisors
Netherlands, Apollo Building 7th floor,
Herikerbergweg 29, 1101 CN Amsterdam,
Netherlands. T: +31 20 7181 000. State Street
Global Advisors Netherlands is a branch office
of State Street Global Advisors Europe
Limited, registered in Ireland with company
number 49934, authorised and regulated
by the Central Bank of Ireland, and whose
registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s
Quay, Dublin 2.
Singapore: State Street Global Advisors
Singapore Limited, 168, Robinson Road,
#33-01 Capital Tower, Singapore 068912
(Company Reg. No: 200002719D, regulated
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore).
T: +65 6826-7555. F: +65 6826-7501.
Switzerland: State Street Global Advisors
AG, Beethovenstr. 19, CH-8027 Zurich.
Registered with the Register of Commerce
Zurich CHE-105.078.458. T: +41 (0)44 245 70
00. F: +41 (0)44 245 70 16.
United Kingdom: State Street Global Advisors
Limited. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in
England. Registered No. 2509928. VAT No.
5776591 81. Registered office: 20 Churchill
Place, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HJ.
T: 020 3395 6000. F: 020 3395 6350.

Standard & Poor’s, S&P and SPDR are
registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s
Financial Services LLC (S&P); Dow Jones
is a registered trademark of Dow Jones
Trademark Holdings LLC (Dow Jones); and
these trademarks have been licensed for use
by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC (SPDJI) and
sublicensed for certain purposes by State
Street Corporation. State Street Corporation’s
financial products are not sponsored,
endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow
Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates and third
party licensors and none of such parties make
any representation regarding the advisability
of investing in such product(s) nor do they
have any liability in relation thereto, including
for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of
any index.
Investing involves risk including the risk of
loss of principal.
The whole or any part of this work may not
be reproduced, copied or transmitted or any
of its contents disclosed to third parties
without SSGA’s express written consent.
The information provided does not
constitute investment advice as such
term is defined under the Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive
(2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss
regulation and it should not be relied on
as such. It should not be considered a
solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any
investment. It does not take into account
any investor's or potential investor’s
particular investment objectives,
strategies, tax status, risk appetite or
investment horizon. If you require
investment advice you should consult
your tax and financial or other
professional advisor.
All information is from SSGA unless
otherwise noted and has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but
its accuracy is not guaranteed. There

is no representation or warranty as
to the current accuracy, reliability or
completeness of, nor liability for,
decisions based on such information
and it should not be relied on as such.
ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to
investment risk and will fluctuate in market
value. The investment return and principal
value of an investment will fluctuate in value,
so that when shares are sold or redeemed,
they may be worth more or less than when
they were purchased. Although shares may
be bought or sold on an exchange through
any brokerage account, shares are not
individually redeemable from the fund.
Investors may acquire shares and tender
them for redemption through the fund in large
aggregations known as “creation units.” Please
see the fund’s prospectus for more details.
Past Performance is not a guarantee of
future results.
This communication is directed at
professional clients (this includes eligible
counterparties as defined by the appropriate
EU regulator or Swiss Regulator) who are
deemed both knowledgeable and experienced
in matters relating to investments. The
products and services to which this
communication relates are only available
to such persons and persons of any other
description (including retail clients) should
not rely on this communication.
Bonds generally present less short-term risk
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest
rate risk (as interest rates raise, bond prices
usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer credit
risk; liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These
effects are usually pronounced for longer-term
securities. Any fixed income security sold or
redeemed prior to maturity may be subject
to a substantial gain or loss.
Investing in high yield fixed income securities,
otherwise known as “junk bonds”, is
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considered speculative and involves greater
risk of loss of principal and interest than
investing in investment grade fixed income
securities. These Lower-quality debt
securities involve greater risk of default or
price changes due to potential changes in
the credit quality of the issuer.
International Government bonds and
corporate bonds generally have more
moderate short-term price fluctuations
than stocks, but provide lower potential
long-term returns.
Investing in foreign domiciled securities may
involve risk of capital loss from unfavourable
fluctuation in currency values, withholding
taxes, from differences in generally accepted
accounting principles or from economic or
political instability in other nations.
Investments in emerging or developing
markets may be more volatile and less liquid
than investing in developed markets and may
involve exposure to economic structures that
are generally less diverse and mature and to
political systems which have less stability
than those of more developed countries.
The information contained in this
communication is not a research
recommendation or ‘investment
research’ and is classified as a ‘Marketing
Communication’ in accordance with the
Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (2014/65/EU). This means that
this marketing communication (a) has
not been prepared in accordance with
legal requirements designed to promote
the independence of investment research
(b) is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing ahead of the dissemination of
investment research.
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